
OFF-DAY ARIZONA STYLE
Gwen Moffatt

I knew nothing more about Havasu Creek than that it had good waterfalls, 
was on an Indian reservation and was fifty miles downstream of the Grand 
Canyon. While I waited for the snow to melt from the South Rim I thought a 
trip to Havasu would while away a couple of days. I was fresh from the deserts 
which, in April, become uncomfortably hot for mountaineering. Strolling by 
water would make a pleasant change.

The first indication that this new back country wasn't dry came on the 
highway in northern Arizona when I asked at a garage where the dirt road took 
off for Havasu. It was impassable in Spring, the man said, even for a 4-wheel drive.

I retreated thirty miles and took a blacktop road tor fifty miles: climbing 
through range country, then junipers, then pines. One car passed me. I saw no 
occupied houses.

The blacktop gave out and a dirt road brought me to the rim of the upper 
Havasu Canyon. Cars were parked there, and horses with empty saddles waited 
for tourists. Handsome Indians with headbands gave me only a casual glance, 
recognising immediately from my gear that I was a dead loss for twenty dollars 
and a horse, downhill at anyrate.lt was here that a white man told me to visit 
Beaver Falls: a neat hike, he said, a bit wet, with some climbing. It sounded 
reasonable for an off-day.

The preliminary walk of eight miles was easy, dropping perhaps two 
thousand feet to the floor of the canyon   which is walled by red sandstone: 
grand scenery but nothing more. If this rock were sound the area (and 
presumably the whole region) would be the most extensive climbing ground in 
the States, but despite the grandeur of cliffs a thousand feet high with 
innumerable tempting lines, everything is friable. Chunks of incredible pro 
portions lie below the walls, some newly fallen, causing one to speculate when 
the next lot is coming down. And yet   the man had said there was climbing. I 
suspended judgement.

After eight miles I came to the Indian village, and by this time the 
creek was a small river spanned by amusing and decrepit bridges. Then 
came two lovely waterfalls: a bridal veil, and a splendid torrent with an 
emerald pool at its base bounded by arcing reefs of creamy travertine.

Some two miles below the village was the campground with tents among 
trees and people cooking in a most civilised fashion. I'd brought no tent nor 
stove and felt an outcast. The worst thing about living rough is that there's 
nothing to do after the sun goes down. I found a secluded spot, spread my bag 
under a mesquite tree and went to sleep.

Next morning was the start of the off-day. I left my bag with a camper and 
continued down the creek. At the next waterfall the trail dived underground. 
One climbed down slanting passages to emerge on the face of the rock which 
had been festooned with chains and pegs and the occasional iron rung: one of 
those via /errata made by very long men and where the move from rung to rung 
is a reverse mantelshelf.

The formations were fantastic: great inverted fans of dark crimson rock 
masking mysterious caves. All the holds were wet with spray and I thought I 
knew why they said it was a wet hike   but the thought was premature.

Below the falls an ill-defined path led through cottonwoods interspersed 
with prickly pear to one wall of the canyon which dropped plumb into a deep
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pool. The trail showed on the opposite bank, emerging as it were from the 
water. I took off my boots and started to wade.

Knee-deep, I felt the drag of the current and went back for a tree branch. 
Using this as a third leg I crossed. The water was crotch-deep. I was surprised 
but I went on; my destination was Beaver Falls and they were only four miles 
downstream.

There were four crossings above the falls, the last chest-deep. By now the 
sun had reached the bottom of the canyon, by now one was accustomed to 
being soaked. The sense of achievement, I thought, would come tonight   
providing I got back. There were nasty veils across the strip of sky above the 
canyon rims. A flash flood would mean benightment on the wrong side of the 
river.

The trail climbed rock steps, contoured, and ended at a lip. I looked down an 
extraordinarily exposed series of fissures deep in dust, each bounded by bosses 
on which there were obviously no holds at all. I descended by controlled slides, 
jammed, but, it seemed, only fortuitously, by pack and elbows. I wondered 
how I would return.

The river crossings were necessitated by the cliffs. At the foot of one 
daunting wall I overtook a party of two men and a girl vainly looking for the 
trail on the other side of the water. Then we all turned and looked at the cliff 
and they said they could get up there, and there. I said nothing. With novices I 
would have got the rope out, had they been my party and if I'd had a rope. It 
was a moderate rock climb of some hundred feet.

In the event the rock was sound and the holds large if polished, but this was a 
hiking trail. Nevertheless it was far less serious than that ghastly red slope I'd 
slid down.

Above the climb the trail ran along the top of the huge undercut cliff, the 
path eroded and sloping in places. Predictably the walkers trotted unconcerned 
along the exposed level bits, inched across the even more exposed breaks, 
where I went cautiously on the level and nipped across the breaks trusting to 
momentum to keep me going.

We passed little hedgehog cacti in bloom with claret flowers, we passed 
under great barrel cacti impending from crevices like monsters observing our 
progress, we passed above the cataracts of Beaver Falls and I wondered why I 
was continuing. We descended by a broad zig-zag and crossed the river for the 
fifth time. Suddenly I became aware that the weather had deteriorated further. 
At the next wade I turned back. There were five crossings between me and my 
sleeping bag, and prudence suggested that the most likely way to die now was 
not from falling or drowning but from succumbing to pneumonia after 
benightment in soaked bib overalls.

On the return the descent of the rock climb went well, the ascent of the red 
dust cliff most shamefully. There was only one way to do it: by straddling on 
the rounded bosses and jamming the elbows. The top was overhung by a black 
rock pitch. I must have traversed in at this point. Curious that I should have 
forgotten such an exposed traverse. I moved right on a sloping ledge, came to a 
corner, looked round   and felt sick. I turned to the black rock. Some way up it 
I knew I hadn't descended it. The moment of truth: now I had to.

I did, of course. You never stop learning. I had been so obsessed with the 
place that I'd taken the first line that came to hand without looking at the top; 
the correct route was several yards further on, and after my fright on the black 
overhangs, jamming up the second set of fissures was child's play. I arrived at
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the top with raw elbows and covered with red slime from head to boots. It 
would wash off in the river. There was no lack of river.

At the tenth and last crossing, all danger over (except to the camera), I edged 
out on a submerged reef and, a few yards from the opposite bank, came to a V- 
shaped cleft through which the bulk of the river poured to a deep, deep pool. 
I'd done it again. Followed a trail, it was a false cast.

The gap was only a yard wide but you can't jump a yard when you're thigh- 
deep in fast water already; you can't even step. Above the sluice was another 
pool and I could see its bottom. I was soaked already and the camera was at the 
top of my pack, level with my head. I could not turn round. I backed up 
diffidently, feeling for the reef with my bare feet. I stepped off the ledge 
deliberately and the bottom sloped down, and down: waist-deep, chest-deep. 
It lapped my throat. I tip-toed, hunched my shoulders, and took another step.

The bottom rose. I flung myself up the bank and pulled out the Pentax. It 
was dry. Moreover my sack was almost waterproof and my other good piece of 
equipment   the duvet   was damp only on the outside.

Heedless of the fact that I was a few yards from the correct crossing place I 
stripped and put on a pair of trousers which I'd found abandoned on a bush and 
had been taking back to put in a trash bin. The seat was ripped and they'd been 
discarded by a very fat man but they had a belt and after I'd worked on it with 
the thing on my knife with which you remove stones from horses' hooves, I 
fashioned a new hole. Never mind that I had no seat, the trousers were dry and 
so was my duvet. Walking fast, I soon stopped shivering. It was cold now and 
the rain started shortly after I got back to the campground. By the time it came 
down in earnest I was lodged under an overhang, having dined with the girl 
who'd stored my spare gear.

The bad news was that a pack rat had made its nest under the overhang, and 
pack rats plug their entrances with cacti. When I woke before dawn and went to 
fold my foam mat by torchlight I found it bristling not only with prickly pear 
spines but with the tiny barbed thorns that are finer than hairs. The mattress 
had to be abandoned.

At five-thirty I was walking out: through the stirring campground and the 
Indian village, past the waterfalls, eyeing the threatening sky and reckoning I 
had four hours before the deluge, and over ten miles to go, uphill.

I did it in five hours with a break for a shower of rain and breakfast of water 
and crackers in a cave. The storm struck soon after I reached the Jeep, with 
thunder and lightning, and hail that I thought must surely pit our powder-blue 
paintwork.

The storm continued for over twenty-four hours but I spent it holed up in a 
motel with scalding hot water, steaks and ice cream, with the heater going full 
blast to dry my clothes, watching crime series on television while reclining on a 
king-size bed with a six-pack, recuperating for the next off-day.
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